Simulating the response of a standing operator to vibration stress by means of a biomechanical model.
Under vibration stress the compressive forces transmitted in the joints of a standing operator are composed of nearly static and oscillating force parts. Because these forces can hardly be measured they were assessed by means of a biomechanical model. In the model, 27 rigid bodies with 103 degrees of freedom represent the segments of the human body. 106 force elements imitate the muscles of the trunk and the legs. At first, the model parameter were varied so that for the simulated sitting posture the model fits the seat-to-head transmissibility given in the literature and in ISO/CD 5982. For the standing posture, the transfer functions between the ground acceleration and the oscillating forces in the ankle, the knee, the hip, and the motion segment L3-L4 were computed. According to the moduli of these functions the forces in the ankles are higher than those in the knees or the hips and they nearly come up to the forces in the lumbar spine. Further the results of the simulation indicate that under equal vibration stress in the standing and the sitting posture the differences between the compressive forces in the lumbar spine are small.